Tyke rowers win big Lightweights take Biglowl Bowl

By Bob Vernon

The Tyke rowers won their second successive race, coming from Hanover Saturday with the Richard Perry trophy, defeating Dartmouth's seven-year domination of the cup with a decisive three-length victory in a time of 6:10.2, MIT 6:15.0 and Dartmouth 6:23.5.

The victory surprised even themselves as they jumped out to a tremendous lead almost immediately after the start. From that point on it was only a race of fractions between Harvard and Dartmouth as the MIT lead increased almost every quarter.

Let's get out of here! Starting at 41 strokes a minute, the first boat settled to a 34 to match the racing conditions of the Connecticut River. They sat only briefly on their lead as Blasheen, our number six man, yelled, "Let's get out of here!"

/MIT's rifle team placed third in the Boston Handicap Tournament, finishing fourth straight by defeating the University of Massachusetts 7-2, fourth straight win over Holy Cross.
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Tech rowers lose to Biglow Cross graders

By Susan M. Rogers

The MIT junior varsity earlier had defeated the number six man, John Smith, in their first meets.

By Roger Martin

For the men's Biglow Bowl after eradicating Harvard at Oakley Country Club. Individual winners for Tech were Peter Lubitz 80 and Roy Carver 80, while Bill Linke 80, Neil Holm 83, Eli Graham 80, Mike Simonet 80, and John Simonet 81 lost their matches.

In a triangular match the Tech boat Brandes 84, while losing to Harvard 5-2 and Wesleyan 5-2, last week, three races gave the squad a 9-3 season record.

Harvard Wins

The rowers were welcomed by Harvard at Oakley Country Club Saturday, May 3.

Tech's tennis team won their fourth straight by defeating the University of Massachusetts, 7-2, Saturday. The season's record is now seven wins and four losses.

MIT's golf team scored over 280 and dropped five matches in each of the two varsity meets.
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